
Letter from Langshott

27th February, 2022Dear Friends & Creative Thinkers,

We are naturally spirit beings.
There is no stopping when one is inspired by a great purpose.
To be inspired is to be in spirit and be filled with a gripping
force that makes it possible to undergo total self-
transformation. 
The French scientist and Jesuit priest Pierre Chardin must have
been deeply inspired to postulate ‘We are not human beings
having a spiritual experience, we are spiritual beings having a
human experience’, meaning ‘we are on this planet, but not of
this Planet’. 
These inspired words are powerful enough to shift paradigms.
Suddenly thoughts break their bonds and the mind transcends
all limiting barriers. In expanded consciousness, one realizes
that we, as spirit beings, are living in falsehood. Whilst
masquerading as humans we are living entrapped in what is
not our natural habitat unlike fish in water. 
Evidently, we don’t belong here, nor does anything here belong
to us, not even our identity, culture, religion, or our physical
body. We have no right to assert our mastery over anyone or
anything, not even a pebble, as transient beings. 



This is the mindset of some amongst us who have
embraced this truth about us humans and have
transformed to living in a state of the mind saturated
with a sense of detachment that comes from an
overarching feeling of being permanently in a spirit form. 
The state of detachment is not that you have no
attachment to anything, but rather you allow nothing to
pervert your mind and thoughts. You live amid everyone
and everything but are never challenged by situations
because you entertain no sense of any loss as
permanent. This sense of ‘no right to own or no
permanent loss’ has given birth to philanthropy in the
world on the part of many wealthy individuals who give
away large swathes of their wealth to worthy causes. 
As a spirit being you live free of any dogma in a universe
of limitless existence and no judgment, and you see the
futility of existing as a mere human. 
When you’ve reached the pinnacle of awareness of your
existence on a celestial plane, nothing is lost, nothing is
gained. 

“What is Here, Is There, Is Everywhere”
When you bond with these words,

You will know Inseparability! 
 

Be blessed. 
Anil Kumar

https://www.langshott.org/
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A passage from The Sequel to ‘Good Bye, Mr. Patel” by
Anil Kumar First Published in 2018.

 

Run your own race.
This wisdom is about always knowing that you are connected with
others, yet, at the same time, not being compelled to march in unison
with them. It is about being singularly dedicated to your purpose, your
inner calling, with consummate trust in Nature to be your ally. It is
about blazing your own trail which at first appears to be gruelling as it
demands that your actions and behaviour be out of sync with those of
others, but when you envision what you would like to become and be
enthralled with the thought that it is already happening, inspiration
takes hold of you, and you find you are trawling through life with
certitude in a whole new state of total abandon. Your ideas and plans
are not punctured by thoughts of failure although you may, from time
to time, slip, tumble and stumble. The security offered by conformity
with the norms of society and conventional living no longer outweighs
your resolve to remain committed to your purpose. Everyone around
you is conditioned by a uniform interpretation of teachings, education
and information. They are therefore in formation, all singing from the
same hymn sheet. You are motivated to break free from this mould,
and this makes you stand out quite distinctively from the crowd. This
places you on a unique path, but not a lone one because the Force of
Nature is your ally collaborating with you to make your dreams come
true. As the alliance with this Force strengthens, you realise that your
dreams are not yours – you are Nature’s instrument and it actually
wants you to mirror its intentions. Nothing is achieved by you but
through you. This revelation puts you on a higher road to inner growth
and lasting happiness
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